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About this User Guide
This user guide provides comprehensive information about the Altera® 
Common Switch Interface (CSIX-L1) MegaCore® function.

Table 1 shows the user guide revision history.

How to Find 
Information

■ Use the Adobe Acrobat Find feature to search the text of a PDF 
document. Click the binoculars toolbar icon to open the Find dialog 
box.

■ Bookmarks serve as an additional table of contents in PDF 
documents.

■ Thumbnail icons, which provide miniature previews of each page, 
provide a link to the pages.

■ Numerous links, shown in green text, allow you to jump to related 
information.

Table 1. User Guide Revision History

Date Description

November 2002 Second release of this user guide. Added 64- and 128-bit data 
bus widths, an optional vertical parity generation and 
checking parameter, and a description of how to meet I/O 
timing specifications.

August 2002 First release of this user guide
 iii
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How to Contact 
Altera

For the most up-to-date information about Altera products, go to the 
Altera world-wide web site at www.altera.com. 

For technical support on this product, go to www.altera.com/mysupport. 
For additional information about Altera products, consult the sources 
shown in Table 2.

Note:
(1) You can also contact your local Altera sales office or sales representative. 

Table 2. How to Contact Altera

Information Type USA & Canada All Other Locations

Technical support www.altera.com/mysupport/ www.altera.com/mysupport/

(800) 800-EPLD (3753)
(7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

(408) 544-7000 (1)
(7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

Product literature www.altera.com www.altera.com

Altera literature services lit_req@altera.com (1) lit_req@altera.com (1)

Non-technical customer 
service

(800) 767-3753 (408) 544-7000 
(7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

FTP site ftp.altera.com ftp.altera.com
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Typographic 
Conventions

The Common Switch Interface (CSIX-L1) MegaCore Function User Guide uses 
the typographic conventions shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Conventions

Visual Cue Meaning

Bold Type with Initial 
Capital Letters

Command names, dialog box titles, checkbox options, and dialog box options are 
shown in bold, initial capital letters. Example: Save As dialog box. 

bold type External timing parameters, directory names, project names, disk drive names, 
filenames, filename extensions, and software utility names are shown in bold type. 
Examples: fMAX, \qdesigns directory, d: drive, chiptrip.gdf file.

Italic Type with Initial 
Capital Letters

Document titles are shown in italic type with initial capital letters. Example: AN 75: 
High-Speed Board Design.

Italic type Internal timing parameters and variables are shown in italic type. Examples: tPIA, n + 1.
Variable names are enclosed in angle brackets (< >) and shown in italic type. Example: 
<file name>, <project name>.pof file. 

Initial Capital Letters Keyboard keys and menu names are shown with initial capital letters. Examples: 
Delete key, the Options menu. 

“Subheading Title” References to sections within a document and titles of on-line help topics are shown 
in quotation marks. Example: “Typographic Conventions.”

Courier type Signal and port names are shown in lowercase Courier type. Examples: data1, tdi, 
input. Active-low signals are denoted by suffix n, e.g., resetn.

Anything that must be typed exactly as it appears is shown in Courier type. For 
example: c:\qdesigns\tutorial\chiptrip.gdf. Also, sections of an actual 
file, such as a Report File, references to parts of files (e.g., the AHDL keyword 
SUBDESIGN), as well as logic function names (e.g., TRI) are shown in Courier. 

1., 2., 3., and a., b., c.,... Numbered steps are used in a list of items when the sequence of the items is 
important, such as the steps listed in a procedure. 

■ Bullets are used in a list of items when the sequence of the items is not important. 

v The checkmark indicates a procedure that consists of one step only.

1 The hand points to information that requires special attention. 

r The angled arrow indicates you should press the Enter key.

f The feet direct you to more information on a particular topic. 
Altera Corporation v
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Abbreviations 
& Acronyms

AHDL Altera hardware description language
ATM asynchronous transfer mode
CFrame CSIX frame
CPU central processing unit
CSIX-L1 common switch interface layer 1
CWord CSIX word
EDA electronic design automation
EOP end of packet
FIFO first-in first-out
IOE input/output element
IP intellectual property
IP internet protocol
LAB logic array block
LE logic element
PLL phase-locked loop
SOF start of frame
SOP start of packet
TM traffic manager
vi Altera Corporation
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About this Core

ut this Core
Release 

Information
Table 4 provides information about this release of the Common Switch 
Interface (CSIX-L1) MegaCore function.

Device Family 
Support

Every Altera MegaCore function offers a specific level of support to each 
of the Altera device families. The following list describes the three levels 
of support:

■ Full—The core meets all functional and timing requirements for the 
device family and may be used in production designs

■ Preliminary—The core meets all functional requirements, but may still 
be undergoing timing analysis for the device family; may be used in 
production designs.

■ No support—The core has no support for device family and cannot be 
compiled for the device family in the Quartus® II software.

Table 4. Common Switch Interface MegaCore Function Release Information

Item Description

Version 1.0.0

Release Date November 2002

Ordering Code IP-CSIX-L1

Product IDs 0097, 0071

Vendor ID 6AF7
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Table 5 shows the level of support offered by the Common Switch 
Interface (CSIX-L1) MegaCore function to each of the Altera device 
families.

Notes: 
(1) Only applicable to configurations with 32-bit CSIX data paths.
(2) Cyclone devices only support LVCMOS (AC_Class 0) signaling.

Introduction The Common Switch Interface Layer 1 (CSIX-L1)—as specified by the 
Network Processing Forum—is an open standard that defines a physical 
interface between a network processor, in particular a traffic manager, 
and a switching fabric for ATM, IP, Ethernet, and other communications 
applications.

New in Version 
1.0.0

■ Support for a 64- or 128-bit wide CSIX data bus
■ Optional vertical parity generation and checking

Features ■ Configurable for a 32-, 64-, or 128-bit CSIX bus
■ Configurable maximum CFrame payload length
■ Separate data and control AtlanticTM interfaces
■ Supports all applicable CSIX AC timing classes, including:

– AC_Class 0 with LVCMOS signaling
– AC_Class 1 and AC_Class 2 with HSTL signaling

■ Complies with all applicable specifications including:
– CSIX (Network Processing Forum), CSIX-L1:Common Switch 

Interface Specification-L1, version 1.0, August 5, 2000.
– Altera Corporation, Atlantic Interface Functional Specification.

■ Optimized for the APEX 20K, APEX II, Stratix, Stratix GX, and 
Cyclone devices

Table 5. Device Family Support

Device Family Support

Cyclone™ (1) (2) Full

Stratix™ GX Full

Stratix Full

APEX™ II (1) Full

APEX 20KE & APEX 20KC (1) Full

APEX 20K (1) Full

Other device families No support
10 Altera Corporation
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About this Core

1
General 
Description

A CFrame is the base information unit used in the Common Switch 
Interface (CSIX-L1). CFrames of data are transferred between the traffic 
manager (TM) and the CSIX fabric used. A CFrame consists of a header, 
payload, and vertical parity trailer. 

f For more information on CFrames, see “CSIXIN Block Description” on 
page 36 and “CSIXOUT Block Description” on page 42 in the 
Specifications section.

The Altera Common Switch Interface MegaCore function (CSIX-L1) is 
designed to translate between the CSIX-L1 interface and the Altera 
Atlantic interface.

1 The CSIX-L1 core is an Atlantic master (source/sink) if no 
first-in first-out (FIFO) buffers are used. If FIFO buffers are 
used, the core is an Atlantic slave (source/sink).

The OpenCore® feature lets you test-drive Altera MegaCore functions for 
free using the Quartus II software. You can verify the functionality of a 
MegaCore function quickly and easily, as well as evaluate its size and 
speed, before making a purchase decision. However, you cannot generate 
device programming files.

Configuration 
Options

Table 6 shows the configuration options available to generate the CSIX-L1 
core.

Notes:
(1) The Atlantic interface width is equal to the CSIX-L1 interface width.
(2) Only applicable to configurations with 32-bit CSIX data paths.
(3) Cyclone devices only support LVCMOS (AC_Class 0) signaling.

Table 6. CSIX-L1 Configuration Options 

Options Choices

Direction CSIX Input or CSIX Output

Data bus width (1) 32, 64, or 128 bits

Device family APEX (2), APEX II (2), Stratix, Stratix GX, 
or Cyclone (2) (3)

Include FIFO buffer Yes/No

FIFO buffer depth 256 or 512 elements

FIFO buffer threshold high 0<FIFO threshold high<FIFO depth

Vertical Parity Checking (Only applicable for CSIX Input) Yes/No

Vertical Parity Generation (Only applicable for CSIX Output) Yes/No
Altera Corporation 11
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Performance Tables 7 through 9 list the resource utilization and performance of some 
CSIX-L1 MegaCore function configurations. These results were obtained 
using the Quartus II software version 2.1.

Table 7 shows 32-bit configurations in APEX EP20K400EFC672-1X and 
Stratix EP1S10F780C6 devices.

Table 8 shows 64-bit configurations in Stratix EP1S10F780C5 devices.

Table 7. CSIX-L1 32-Bit Performance APEX 20KE Stratix

Parameters LEs ESBs fMAX 
(MHz)

LEs Memory fMAX 
(MHz)

M512 M4K M-RAM

CSIX Input, 32 bits, Include FIFO 

buffer, FIFO buffer depth=512 

elements, Vertical Parity 

Checking=Yes

1,821 24 107 1,767 8 8 0 178

CSIX Output, 32 bits, Include 

FIFO buffer, FIFO buffer 

depth=512 elements, Vertical 

Parity Generation=Yes

2,152 24 114 2,170 0 8 0 170

Table 8. CSIX-L1 64-Bit Performance Stratix

Parameters LEs Memory fMAX 
(MHz)

M512 M4K M-RAM

CSIX Input, 64 bits, Include FIFO buffer, 

FIFO buffer depth=256 elements, Vertical 

Parity Checking=Yes

2,012 0 16 0 194

CSIX Output, 64 bits, Include FIFO buffer, 

FIFO buffer depth=256 elements, Vertical 

Parity Generation=Yes

2,691 0 16 0 189
12 Altera Corporation
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About this Core

1
Table 9 shows 128-bit configurations in Stratix EP1S25F1020C6 devices.

Typical 
Application

Figure 1 shows an example system implementation of the CSIX-L1 
interface MegaCore function.

Figure 1. Typical Applications for the Altera CSIX-L1 Interface MegaCore Function

Table 9. CSIX-L1 128-Bit Performance Stratix

Parameters LEs Memory fMAX 
(MHz)

M512 M4K M-RAM

CSIX Input, 128 bits, Include FIFO buffer, 

FIFO buffer depth=256 elements, Vertical 

Parity Checking=Yes

2,678 0 32 0 165

CSIX Input, 128 bits, Include FIFO buffer, 

FIFO buffer depth=256 elements, Vertical 

Parity Checking=No

2,590 0 32 0 189

CSIX Output, 128 bits, Include FIFO buffer, 

FIFO buffer depth=256 elements, Vertical 

Parity Generation=Yes

3,954 0 32 0 143

CSIX Output, 128 bits, Include FIFO buffer, 

FIFO buffer depth=256 elements, Vertical 

Parity Generation=No

3,939 0 32 0 165

FPGA
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OC-48

Switch
Fabric
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Network

Processor
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Getting Started

2

Hardware & 
Software 
Requirements

The instructions in this section require the following hardware and 
software:

■ A PC running the Windows 98/NT/2000/XP operating system; or a 
SUN workstation running the Solaris operating system

■ Quartus II development tool, version 2.1 or higher
■ Model TechnologyTM ModelSim®-Altera simulation software, version 

5.5a or higher
■ Innoveda Visual IP RTL Simulation Software, version 4.3 or higher

Design Flow The Common Switch Interface (CSIX-L1) MegaCore function design flow 
involves the following steps:

1. Download and install the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function.

2. Create a custom configuration of the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function 
using the IP Toolbench.

1 The IP Toolbench is a toolbar from which you can quickly 
and easily view documentation, specify core parameters, set 
up third-party tools, and generate all files necessary for 
integrating the parameterized core into your design. You 
can launch the IP Toolbench from within the Quartus II 
software.

3. Implement the rest of your system using VHDL, Verilog HDL, or 
schematic entry.

4. Use the CSIX-L1 IP Toolbench-generated simulation models to 
confirm your custom core’s operation.

5. Use the CSIX-L1 encrypted netlists to perform static timing analysis 
of your customized core in the Quartus II software.

6. Compile your design and perform place-and-route.

7. License the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function.
 15
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8. Perform post-route simulation.

9. Configure or program Altera devices with the design.

Download & 
Install the Core

Before you can start using Altera MegaCore functions, you must obtain 
the MegaCore files and install them on your PC. The following 
instructions describe this process.

Downloading the Common Switch Interface MegaCore Function

If you have Internet access, you can download MegaCore functions from 
Altera’s web site at www.altera.com. Follow the instructions below to 
obtain the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function via the Internet. If you do not have 
Internet access, you can obtain the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function from your 
local Altera representative.

1. Point your web browser to www.altera.com/ipmegastore.

2. Choose Megafunctions from the Product Type drop-down list box.

3. Choose Communications from the Technology drop-down list box.

4. Type CSIX in the Keyword Search box.

5. Click Go.

6. Click the link for the Altera CSIX-L1 MegaCore function in the 
search results table. The product description web page displays.

7. Click the Download Free Evaluation OpenCore graphic on the top 
right of the product description web page.

8. Fill out the registration form, read the license agreement, and click 
the I Agree button at the bottom of the page.

9. Follow the instructions on the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function 
download and installation page to download the function and save 
it to your hard disk.
16 Altera Corporation
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Getting Started

2

Installing the Common Switch Interface MegaCore Function Files

For Windows, perform the following steps:

1. Choose Run (Start menu).

2. Type <path name>\<filename>.exe, where <path name> is the 
location of the downloaded MegaCore function and <filename> is the 
filename of the function. 

3. Click OK. The CSIX-L1 MegaCore function Installation dialog box 
appears. Follow the on-line instructions to finish installation.

For Solaris systems, perform the following steps:

1. Download the core, see “Downloading the Common Switch 
Interface MegaCore Function” on page 16. 

2. Decompress/untar the package, using the following commands: 
gunzip xxx.tar.gz; tar xvf xxx.tar

3. After you have finished installing the MegaCore files, you may have 
to specify the core’s library directory (typically <path>/csix-l1-
v1.0.0/lib) as a user library in the Quartus II software to access the 
core in the MegaWizard® Plug-In Manager. Search for “User 
Libraries” in Quartus II Help for instructions on how to add these 
libraries.

Figure 2 shows the directory structure for the CSIX-L1 MegaCore 
function.

Figure 2. CSIX-L1 MegaCore Function Directory Structure
<path>/csix-l1-v1.0.0
The default path is c:/MegaCore

doc
Contains the core documentation.

lib
Contains the core design files.
Altera Corporation 17
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Common 
Switch 
Interface 
MegaCore 
Function 
Walkthrough

This walkthrough explains how to create an CSIX-L1 MegaCore function 
using the Altera IP Toolbench within the Quartus II software. As you go 
through the IP Toolbench, each page is described in detail. When you are 
finished generating a CSIX-L1 core, you can incorporate it into your 
overall project.

You can use Altera’s OpenCore evaluation feature to compile and 
simulate the MegaCore functions, allowing you to evaluate the CSIX-L1 
MegaCore function before deciding to purchase a license. However, you 
must purchase a license before you can generate programming files or 
EDIF, VHDL, or Verilog HDL gate-level netlist files for simulation in 
third-party EDA tools.

This walkthrough consists of the following steps:

■ “Create a New Quartus II Project” on page 18
■ “Launch the IP Toolbench” on page 21
■ “Step 1: Select Configuration” on page 23
■ “Step 2: Set Up Simulation” on page 27
■ “Step 3: Generate” on page 27

Create a New Quartus II Project

Before you begin, you must create a new Quartus II project. With the New 
Project wizard, you specify the working directory for the project, assign 
the project name, and designate the name of the top-level design entity. 
You must also specify the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function user library. To 
create a new project, perform the following steps:

1. Choose Altera > Quartus II <version> (Windows Start menu) to run 
the Quartus II software. You can also use the Quartus II Web Edition 
software.

2. Choose New Project Wizard (File menu).

3. Click Next in the introduction (the introduction will not display if 
you turned it off previously).

4. Specify the working directory for your project.

5. Specify the name of the project. 

6. Click Next.

1 Steps 7 to 10 only apply to Solaris systems.

7. Click User Library Pathnames.
18 Altera Corporation
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Getting Started

2

8. Type <path>\csix-l1-v.1.0.0\lib\ into the Library name box, 
where <path> is the directory in which you installed the CSIX-L1 
MegaCore function. The default installation directory is 
c:\MegaCore.

9. Click Add.

10. Click OK.

11. Click Next.

12. Click Finish.

You have finished creating your new Quartus II project. Figure 3 on 
page 20 shows an example project directory structure.
Altera Corporation 19
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Figure 3. CSIX-L1 Quartus II Directory Structure

Notes:
(1) <configuration> is a unique code (aot1055_,configuration #_csixin/out) assigned to 

the specific configuration requested through the IP Toolbench. The aot number 
varies for each release, thus your configuration’s aot number may differ from this 
example.

(2) This file is present if the chosen configuration includes an Atlantic FIFO buffer.
(3) <simulator db> must be the same as the simulator chosen during parameterization.

<working directory>
Directory name selected by user in project wizard

db
Quartus II software-generated directory.

<output file name>_sim
Contains the simulation models.

run_modelsim_verilog
run_modelsim_vhdl
run_modelsim_visual_ip
tb.v

csix-l1-v1.0.0
Configuration based on parameter choices.

test
Contains the scripts to run the simulation models
& demo testbench

<output file name>.vhd
<output file name>.bsf
<output file name>.cmp
<output file name>.inc
<output file name>_inst.vhd
<output file name>.log
IP Toolbench-generated files.

aot1055_<configuration>_csixin/out.e.vqm (1)
Encrypted vqm Verilog HDL netlist for Quartus II development tool
csixin/out_wrapper.v
csixin/out_wrapper.vhd
Cleartext wrappers

sim_lib
aot1055_<configuration>_csixin/out

<simulator db>
Simulator database (3)

aot1055_<configuration>_atlfifo.e.vqm (2)
Encrypted vqm Verilog HDL netlist for Quartus II development tool
20 Altera Corporation
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Getting Started

2

Launch the IP Toolbench

To launch the IP Toolbench from within the Quartus II software, perform 
the following steps:

1. Choose MegaWizard Plug-In Manager (Tools menu).

2. Select Create a new custom megafunction variation (default).

3. Click Next.

4. Expand the Communications folder under Installed Plug-Ins by 
clicking the + next to the name.

5. Expand the Interfaces folder under Communications.

6. Click CSIX-L1 MegaCore function v1.0.0.

7. Choose the output file type for your design; the IP Toolbench 
supports VHDL, and Verilog HDL. This walkthrough uses 
Verilog HDL, however, you can use either language.

1 For AHDL instructions, refer to “Instantiating a Design File 
in AHDL” on page 29.

8. Type the name of the output file. Figure 4 on page 22 shows the page 
after you have made these settings. 
Altera Corporation 21
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Figure 4. MegaWizard Plug-In Manager

9. Click Next. The IP Toolbench for CSIX-L1 MegaCore function 
launches. See Figure 5.

Figure 5. IP Toolbench
22 Altera Corporation
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You are now ready to set the options for your custom CSIX-L1 core.

Step 1: Select Configuration

This section describes how to select an installed configuration from the 
preview pane, or customize one to suit your design.

Select an Installed Configuration

To select an installed configuration, perform the following steps:

1. Click the Step 1: Select Configuration button.

2. Click the configuration of your choice in the left preview pane. A 
brief description of this configuration appears in the right pane, see 
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Installed Configurations

3. Click OK.

4. Proceed to “Step 2: Set Up Simulation” on page 27.
Altera Corporation 23
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Customize an Installed Configuration

To customize an installed configuration, perform the following steps:

1. Click the Step 1: Select Configuration button.

2. Click the configuration of your choice in the left preview pane (see 
Figure 6 on page 23). 

3. Click Customize. The page displaying the available parameters 
opens. See Figure 7.

Figure 7. Parameters

4. Choose your required parameters.

5. Click OK.

6. The next page (see Figure 8 on page 25) shows a list (text format) of 
the parameters you chose for your customized configuration. Select 
and copy all of this text.
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Figure 8. Custom Configuration Request

7. Click Ok.

8. Point your web browser to Altera’s technical on-line support system, 
mySupport, at:�www.altera.com/mysupport/

1 If this is your first time using this system, you must register 
to obtain a login and password. 

9. Log on, and click Create a New Request.

10. Click Product Related Request.

11. Enter your project information (see Figure 9 on page 26), complete 
all fields as appropriate. 

12. Select Intellectual Property in the Project Stage list.

13. Select Communications from the Megafunction Category list. 

14. Select IP-CSIX-L1 from the Megafunction Product list. 

15. Paste the configuration parameters text—generated with the IP 
Toolbench—into the Description field.
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Figure 9. MySupport Product Related Request

16. Click Submit Product Related Request.

1 Altera e-mails your custom configuration to the address you 
provided for your mySupport account. Requests take up to three 
business days to process. 
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Step 2: Set Up Simulation

Now that you have chosen an CSIX-L1 configuration, you are ready to set 
up the simulation outputs for your system.

1. Click the Step 2: Set Up Simulation button in the IP Toolbench. (See 
Figure 5 on page 22.)

2. Turn on Generate Simulation Model. (See Figure 10 on page 27.)

3. Select the simulator of your choice.

Figure 10. Set Up Simulation

4. Click OK.

Step 3: Generate

Now that you have obtained your core, and set up the outputs for your 
system, you are ready to generate your system.

1. Click Step 3: Generate in the IP Toolbench to begin generation. (See 
Figure 5 on page 22.) The IP Toolbench performs the actions you 
specified, and generates any resulting output files. (See Figure 11 on 
page 28.)

1 If you generate files without parameterizing the core, the IP 
Toolbench creates a default core.
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Figure 11. Generate

2. Click Exit IP Toolbench when you are finished.

Implementing the System

Once you have generated your custom CSIX-L1 core, you are ready to 
implement it. You can use the files generated by the IP Toolbench, and use 
the Quartus II software or other EDA tools to create your design. Table 10 
lists the generated files. 

Table 10. IP Toolbench-Generated Files

Description Extensions

Design File Top Wrapper .v
.vhd

VHDL/Verilog HDL Instantiation File _inst.vhd
_inst.v

Symbol files for the Quartus II software used to instantiate the  
CSIX-L1 core into a schematic design.

.bsf

An encrypted HDL netlist file .e.vqm
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Instantiating a Design File in AHDL

To instantiate a lower-level Verilog HDL design file in an AHDL file, 
perform the following steps:

1. When the Verilog design file is open in Quartus II, create an AHDL 
include file by choosing Create AHDL Include Files for Entities in 
Current File (Tools menu). 

2. Add an Include statement to your AHDL file. The Include statement 
allows you to import text from the AHDL include file into the 
current file. 

3. Instantiate the Verilog design in the AHDL file as described in the 
“Instance Declaration” section of the Quartus II Help.

4. In the logic section of the AHDL design, connect the ports of the 
instance to the rest of your design.

Simulate the 
Design

Altera provides models you can use for functional verification of the 
CSIX-L1 core within your design. A Verilog HDL demonstration 
testbench, including scripts to run it, is also provided. This demonstration 
testbench, used with the ModelSim-Altera simulator tool, demonstrates 
how to instantiate a model in a design. To find the simulation models for 
your selected configuration, refer to Figure 3 on page 20.

Using the Verilog HDL Demonstration Testbench

The demonstration testbench stimulates the inputs and outputs of the user 
interfaces of the CSIX-L1 core, demonstrating basic sanity. Each CSIX-L1 
configuration includes scripts to compile and run the demonstration 
testbench using a variety of simulators and models.

The CSIX-L1 demonstration testbench also provides a system-level 
example. It demonstrates how to connect four CSIX-L1 cores for full-
loopback operation. 

 Using the Visual IP Software

The Visual IP software facilitates the use of Visual IP simulation models 
with third-party simulation tools. To view a simulation model, you must 
have the Visual IP software installed on your system. To download the 
software, or for instructions on how to use the software, refer to the Altera 
web site at www.altera.com, and search for Visual IP. For examples of 
how to use the provided Visual IP model, refer to the sample scripts 
included with the demonstration testbench.
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Synthesize, 
Compile & 
Place & Route

After you have verified that your design is functionally correct, you are 
ready to perform synthesis and place-and-route. Synthesis can be 
performed by the Quartus II development tool, or by a third-party 
synthesis tool. The Quartus II software works seamlessly with tools from 
many EDA vendors, including Cadence, Exemplar LogicTM, Mentor 
Graphics®, Synopsys, Synplicity, and Viewlogic. 

Using Third-Party EDA Tools for Synthesis

To synthesize your design in a third-party EDA tool, follow these steps:

1. Create your custom design instantiating a CSIX-L1.

2. Synthesize the design using your third-party EDA tool. Your EDA 
tool should treat the CSIX-L1 core instantiation as a black box by 
either setting attributes or ignoring the instantiation.

3. After compilation, generate a netlist file in your third-party EDA 
tool.

Using the Quartus II Development Tool for Compilation & Place-
and-Route

To use the Quartus II software to compile and place-and-route your 
design, follow these steps:   

1. Select Compile mode (Processing menu).

2. Specify the compiler settings in the Compiler Settings dialog box 
(Processing menu) or use the Compiler Settings wizard.

3. Specify the input settings for the project. 

a. Choose EDA Tool Settings (Project menu). 

b. Select Custom EDIF in the Design entry/synthesis tool list. 

c. Click Settings. 

d. In the EDA Tool Input Settings dialog box, select the relevant 
tool name or option from the Design Entry/Synthesis Tool list.

4. Add your third-party EDA tool-generated netlist file to your project.

5. Add any .tdf, .vhd, or .v files not synthesized in the third-party tool. 
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6. Add the pre-synthesized and encrypted .e.vqm file from your 
working directory, created by the MegaWizard Plug-In Manager.

7. Constrain your design as needed.

8. Compile your design. The Quartus II Compiler synthesizes and 
performs place-and-route on your design.

f Refer to the Quartus II Help for further instructions on performing 
compilation.

Set Up 
Licensing

After you have compiled and analyzed your design, you are ready to 
configure your targeted Altera FPGA device. You can use Altera’s 
OpenCore evaluation software to compile and simulate the CSIX-L1 
MegaCore function in the Quartus II software, allowing you to evaluate it 
before purchasing a license. However, you must obtain a license from 
Altera before you can generate programming files or EDIF, VHDL, or 
Verilog HDL gate-level netlist files for simulation in third-party EDA 
tools.

After you purchase a license for CSIX-L1, you can request a license file 
from the Altera web site at www.altera.com/licensing and install it on 
your PC. When you request a license file, Altera e-mails you a license.dat 
file. If you do not have Internet access, contact your local Altera 
representative.

To install your license, you can either append the license to your 
license.dat file or you can specify the core’s license.dat file in the 
Quartus II software.

1 Before you set up licensing for the CSIX-L1, you must already 
have the Quartus II software installed on your PC, with licensing 
set up.

Append the License to Your license.dat File

To append the license, perform the following steps:

1. Close the following software if it is running on your PC:

■ Quartus II
■ MAX+PLUS® II
■ LeonardoSpectrumTM

■ Synplify
■ ModelSim
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2. Open the CSIX-L1 license file in a text editor. The file should contain 
one FEATURE line, spanning two lines.

3. Open your Quartus II license.dat file in a text editor.

4. Copy the FEATURE line from the CSIX-L1 license file and paste it 
into a new line in the Quartus II license file. 

1 Do not delete any FEATURE lines from the Quartus II license 
file.

5. Save the Quartus II license file as a text file.

1 When using editors such as Microsoft Word or Notepad, 
ensure that the file does not have extra extensions appended 
to it after you save (e.g., license.dat.txt or license.dat.doc). 
Verify the filename at a command prompt.

Specify the Core’s License File in the Quartus II Software

To specify the core’s license file, perform the following steps:

1. Create a text file with the FEATURE line and save it to your hard disk. 

1 Altera recommends that you give the file a unique name, 
e.g., <core name>_license.dat. 

2. Run the Quartus II software.

3. Choose License Setup (Tools menu). The Options dialog box opens 
to the License Setup page.

4. In the License file box, add a semicolon to the end of the existing 
license path and filename. 

5. Type the path and filename of the core license file after the 
semicolon.

1 Do not include any spaces either around the semicolon or in 
the path/filename.

6. Click OK to save your changes.
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Perform Post-
Route 
Simulation

After you have licensed the CSIX-L1 core, you can generate EDIF, VHDL, 
Verilog HDL, and Standard Delay Output (.sdo) files from the Quartus II 
software and use them with your existing EDA tools to perform functional 
modeling and post-routing simulation of your design.

1. Open your existing Quartus II project.

2. Depending on the type of output file you want, specify Verilog HDL 
output settings or VHDL output settings in the General Settings 
dialog box (Project menu). 

3. Compile your design with the Quartus II software, refer to “Using 
the Quartus II Development Tool for Compilation & Place-and-
Route” on page 30. The Quartus II software generates output and 
programming files.

4. You can now import your Quartus II software-generated output files 
(.edo, .vho, .vo, or .sdo) into your third-party EDA tool for post-
route, device-level, and system-level simulation.
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Functional 
Description

The CSIX-L1:Common Switch Interface Specification-L1 defines a full-duplex 
operation for CSIX-L1 cores, i.e., both a receive and a transmit data flow 
operation. According to the defined naming conventions, receive implies 
that data flows from the traffic manager to the switching fabric; transmit 
implies that data flows from the switching fabric to the traffic manager.

The Altera Common Switch Interface (CSIX-L1) MegaCore function also 
operates as a full duplex core, but because instantiations of the Altera 
CSIX-L1 core can be used on both ends of the data path, the naming 
conventions used in this document have been modified. To avoid 
confusion, CSIXIN is used for the CSIX input path, and CSIXOUT is used 
for the CSIX output path. 

f For more information on the CSIXIN and CSIXOUT blocks of the CSIX-L1 
core, go to “CSIXIN Block Description” and “CSIXOUT Block 
Description”.

Figure 12 shows the data flow direction for the CSIX-L1 core.

Figure 12. CSIX-L1 Data Flow
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CSIXOUT

CSIXIN
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CSIX-L1 Interface
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This section describes:

■ CSIXIN block descriptions
■ CSIXOUT block descriptions
■ Optional Atlantic FIFO buffers
■ Interfaces and protocols
■ Meeting CSIX-L1 AC timing with Altera devices
■ Clock domains

CSIXIN Block Description

The CSIXIN block translates from a CSIX interface to an Atlantic interface. 
The CSIXIN block has a CSIX input interface and an Atlantic Master 
Source output interface. The Atlantic Source output interface becomes an 
Atlantic Slave Source output interface when optional Atlantic FIFO 
buffer(s) are added. The CSIXIN block is composed of the following sub-
blocks:

■ Synchronizer
■ Horizontal parity checker
■ Start of frame (SOF) checker
■ Overhead processor
■ Bus adapter
■ Optional Atlantic CFrame FIFO buffer(s)

The CSIXIN block provides the following features:

■ Vertical and horizontal parity checking
■ Extraction of link-level flow-control bits
■ Idle CFrame deletion
■ Deletion of errored CFrames
■ Statistics for incoming CFrames

Figure 13 on page 37 shows the CSIXIN block diagram, including the 
optional Atlantic FIFO buffers.
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Figure 13. CSIXIN Block Diagram Note (1))

Notes: 
(1) m = log2(FIFO buffer depth) - 1.
(2) The vertical_parity_error_bump signal is only present in CSIXIN configurations with Vertical Parity 

Checking enabled.
(3) Only applicable for 64- or 128-bit wide configurations.
(4) These signals are internally set to constants by the IP Toolbench.
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Synchronizer

When the CSIXIN interface data bus is wider than 32 bits, each group of 
32 data bits can be in a different clock domain. The synchronizer is 
responsible for bringing all data groups into a common clock domain. 

Horizontal Parity Checker

The horizontal parity checker computes odd parity on each group of 32 
data bits and compares it to the value on the corresponding parity signal. 
When a different value is detected, the 
horizontal_parity_error_bump output signal is asserted for one 
clk cycle.

SOF Checker

When the CSIX interface data bus is wider than 32 bits, each group of 32 
data bits has its own SOF signal. The SOF checker verifies that the SOF 
signals are either all zeros or all ones. When an erroneous combination is 
detected, it causes the current CFrame to be aborted or dropped. 

Overhead Processor

The overhead processor extracts information from the CFrame’s header 
and checks the vertical parity of incoming CFrames. It also drops idle 
CFrames, dead cycles, and errored CFrames. 

The enable (ena) signal is asserted when valid information is available on 
the overhead processor’s outputs. (However, the *_bump and 
incoming_ready_bits outputs are always valid, regardless of the 
status of ena.) 

When an error is detected after the first two CWords of a CFrame, err is 
asserted (along with ena and eop). The ena signal is cleared and remains 
deasserted until a new valid start of CFrame is detected. 

If an error is detected in one of the two first CWords, the CFrame is 
completely dropped, and does not appear on the Atlantic interface.
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The overhead processor also captures, checks, and processes the 
following CFrame header bits:

■ Ready bits 
– Once the CFrame’s validity has been checked, the two ready bits 

are extracted from the CFrame’s header and are forwarded to the 
incoming_ready_bits output port. If the overhead processor 
detects horizontal or vertical parity errors, the ready bits are 
cleared to zero. Ready bits of incomplete, or otherwise errored 
CFrames, are ignored.

■ Type bits 
– The type bits in the CFrame’s header are used to classify the 

incoming CFrames as either data or flow control frames. 
- CFrames with type values between 4’b0001 and 4’b0101 

inclusive are tagged as data CFrames, and are put out on the 
data Atlantic interface. 

- CFrames with type values equal to 4’b0110 are tagged as 
flow control CFrames and are put out on the flow control 
Atlantic interface. Flow control CFrames that have a 
payload length—bits 7:0 of base header—not divisible by 
four (i.e. lower two bits not zero) are flagged as invalid 
CFrame types, and are dropped.

- All other CFrames are either ignored or dropped. Type 
values equal to 4’b0000 (i.e. idle CFrames) are not passed 
through (i.e. they are dropped). CFrames with other type 
values (i.e. CSIX reserved values) are ignored and dropped. 
The bad_cframe_type output is pulsed high for one clock 
cycle, and all CSIX input up to the next SOF is ignored.

■ Payload size 
– CFrames in which the payload length field is set to a value larger 

than the allowed maximum specified by the value on the 
maximum_payload_length input port are dropped. The 
payload size bits are also used to decide whether or not the last 
CWord of a CFrame should be dropped—CWords containing 
only padding bytes and vertical parity bits are dropped in the 
overhead processor—eop is asserted on the last word carrying 
payload. 

■ Vertical parity checker 
– The value of the vertical parity field of incoming CFrames is 

compared to the computed odd vertical parity. If an error is 
detected, the err and eop outputs are asserted to inform the 
Atlantic FIFO buffer blocks to ignore the current errored 
CFrame. The err signal is also asserted if a horizontal parity or 
SOF error is detected.
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Bus Adapter

The CSIXIN bus adapter module reformats the incoming CFrames to the 
Atlantic interface.

Unused bytes are indicated with the mty signal. The Atlantic interface’s 
err signal is asserted to alert downstream module blocks of incomplete 
or aborted CFrames.

CSIXIN Timing

This section shows example timing diagrams for CSIXIN cores that do not 
include the optional Atlantic FIFO buffers.

Figure 14 shows the CSIXIN core coming out of reset. While in reset and 
after coming out of reset, the outgoing_ready_bits outputs are 
cleared to zero.

Figure 14. CSIXIN: Coming Out of Reset

Notes:
(1) reset_n is deasserted.
(2) The core starts receiving valid idle CFrames and dead cycles. The zero values sampled at this clk cycle, on 

csix_data and csix_sof, indicate the first received dead cycle.
(3) The set_ready_bits outputs are connected to the dav and control_dav inputs, and are asynchronous to clk 

as demonstrated by these signals’ transitions near the falling edge of the system clock.
(4) The core samples a first CFrame with non-zero values in its Ready Bits field.
(5) Three cycles later, the incoming_ready_bits outputs reflect the new Ready Bits values.
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Figure 15 on page 41 shows the CSIXIN core receiving flow control 
CFrames. 

The flow control CFrames are output on the control Atlantic interface four 
clk cycles after the CSIXIN core detects the start of a flow control CFrame 
on its CSIX input.

Every CWord received on csix_data and every csix_sof pulse 
appears on both Atlantic interfaces. Even the idle CFrames’ CWords and 
sop and eop pulses are visible on both Atlantic interfaces. 

The state of ena and control_ena indicate whether the values present 
on the Atlantic interfaces’ signals are valid, and should be written to the 
FIFO buffers or be ignored. Either ena or control_ena is asserted at a 
time; neither is asserted when a dead cycle or an idle CFrame is received.

1 The CSIXIN core receives data CFrames in a similar manner.

Figure 15. CSIXIN: Receiving Flow Control CFrame

Notes:
(1) The CSIXIN core detects the start of a flow control CFrame.
(2) The first CWord of the flow control CFrame is put on the control_dat bus, and control_sop and 

control_ena are asserted.
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CSIXOUT Block Description

The CSIXOUT block translates from two Atlantic interfaces to a CSIX 
interface. The CSIXOUT block has an Atlantic master sink input interface 
(when no Atlantic FIFO buffers are present) and a CSIX output interface. 
The CSIXOUT block is composed of the following sub-blocks: 

■ Skid buffers
■ A scheduler & multiplexer 
■ An overhead processor 
■ A horizontal parity generator
■ Optional Atlantic FIFO buffer(s)

The CSIXOUT block provides the following features:

■ Vertical and horizontal parity generation
■ Insertion of link-level flow-control bits
■ Idle CFrames and dead cycle insertion
■ Support for standard-compliant startup
■ Statistics for outgoing CFrames
■ Scheduling of data or control CFrames

Figure 18 on page 47 shows the CSIXOUT block diagram.
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Figure 16. CSIXOUT Block Diagram Note (1)

Note: 
(1) m = log2(FIFO buffer depth) - 1.
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Scheduler & Multiplexer

A simple scheduler controls a multiplexer to select between flow control 
and data CFrames. The scheduler also controls the insertion of idle 
CFrames and dead cycles—based on both the availability of flow control 
and data CFrames in the FIFO buffers and on the state of the 
enabling_ready_bits[1:0] input ports. 

1 The CSIX-L1, version 1.0.0 only supports an absolute 
priority scheduler. 

Upon reset, the scheduler forces the generation of alternating idle 
CFrames and dead cycles, according to the startup mechanism described 
in paragraph 6.1 of version 1.0 of the CSIX-L1 specification.

Overhead Processor

The CSIXOUT overhead processor’s tasks include inserting outgoing 
ready bits, vertical parity words, and any required padding bytes.

■ Ready bit insertion
– The ready bits are read from the 

outgoing_ready_bits[1:0] input port at the beginning of a 
CFrame and inserted in the ready field of the CFrame’s base 
header

■ Vertical parity insertion
– The proper odd vertical parity word is introduced at the end of 

the CFrame. 
1 When the vertical parity generation parameter is 

not enabled, the vertical parity field of the produced 
CFrames is cleared to 16’h0000.

■ Padding byte insertion
– Padding bytes are inserted as required.

Horizontal parity generator

Odd horizontal parity is calculated on each group of 32 data bits and 
output on the corresponding csix_par port.

CSIXOUT Timing

This section shows example timing diagrams for CSIXOUT cores that do 
not include the optional Atlantic FIFO buffers.
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Figure 17 on page 46 shows the CSIXOUT core coming out of reset. The 
CSIXOUT skid buffers are cleared by the reset_n signal. On the first 
rising edge of clk, following the reset_n signal deassertion, the core 
asserts the ena and control_ena signals to start filling its skid buffers. 
This happens regardless of the enabling_ready_bits inputs’ status.

Since the FIFO buffers have no data available at this time (dav and 
control_dav are low), on the first rising edge of clk—following the 
assertion of ena and control_ena—the FIFO buffers deassert the val 
and control_val signals.

A few clk cycles after the reset_n signal is deasserted, the CSIXOUT 
core starts producing dead cycles and idle CFrames. 

The outgoing_ready_bits[1:0] are link level flow control bits that 
are inserted into the Ready Bits field of the outgoing CFrame’s base 
header. Because of pipelining, the Ready Bits field (the two most 
significant bits of the first CWord) of the idle CFrames is delayed by two 
clk cycles and reflects the value of the outgoing_ready_bits inputs 
two clk cycles earlier.
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Figure 17. CSIXOUT: Coming Out of Reset

Notes:
(1) reset_n is deasserted.
(2) ena and control_ena are asserted.
(3) val and control_val are deasserted.
(4) The value of the outgoing_ready_bits appears two clk cycles ahead of the csix_data output.

Figure 18 on page 47 shows the CSIXOUT core sending a data CFrame.

1 The color indicates “don’t care” states.

When the CSIXOUT core detects that enabling_ready_bits[1] is 
asserted, it starts building the data CFrame from the information stored in 
the skid buffer.

One clk cycle later, the skid buffer asserts the ena signal and starts 
replacing the information being used by the scheduler & multiplexer 
block. The scheduler & multiplexer block also asserts the 
data_cframe_bump for one clk cycle.

clk

reset_n

dav

ena

val

control_dav

control_ena

control_val

enabling_ready_bits[1:0]

outgoing_ready_bits[1:0]

csix_clk[0]

csix_data[31:0]

csix_par[0]

csix_sof[0]

0

0 1 2 3 0 1

00000000 C0003FFF 00000000 0000FFFF

(1) (2) (3) (4)
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A few pipeline stages later, the data CFrame starts to appear on the CSIX 
output. 

If the dav signal is enabled to indicate that another CFrame is available 
when the CSIXOUT core reads the end of the packet from the Atlantic 
interface, the following CSIX formatted Atlantic packet is processed and 
sent on the CSIX output immediately after the end of the first CFrame.

1 The CSIXOUT core sends flow control CFrames in a similar 
manner.

Figure 18. CSIXOUT: Sending a Data CFrame

Notes:
(1) The CSIXOUT core detects that enabling_ready_bits[1] is asserted.
(2) ena and data_cframe_bump are asserted.
(3) The data CFrame starts to appear on the csix_data outputs.
(4) dav is asserted to indicate that another CFrame is available. This CFrame is immediately sent out on csix_data 

after the end of the first CFrame. csix_sof indicates the start of the CFrame.

clk

reset_n

dav

ena

val

dat[31:0]

sop

eop

err

mty[1:0]

data_cframe_bump

enabling_ready_bits[1:0]

outgoing_ready_bits[1:0]

csix_clk

csix_data[31:0]

csix_par[0]

csix_sof[0]

0C0D0E0F 10110000 0410DEAD BEEF0404 05060708 090A0B0C 0D0E0F10 1112000008090A0B

0 2 0 2

1 2

3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2

00000000 80007FFF 0000000 C0003FFF 00000000 0000FFFF 00000000 4410DEAD BEEF0303 04050607 08090A0B 0C0D0E0F 1011CABD 0410DEAD

(2) (3) (4)(1)
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Figure 19 shows the CSIXOUT core filling the skid buffer.

1 The color indicates “don’t care” states.

When the data CFrame FIFO buffer has a full CFrame available, it asserts 
the dav input of the CSIXOUT core. Since the ena signal is already 
asserted, the FIFO buffer must start providing valid data to be sampled at 
the next rising edge of clk, and assert val to indicate that valid data is 
available. Once the skid buffer is full, the CSIXOUT core deasserts the ena 
signal.

1 The flow control CFrame FIFO buffer interacts with the 
CSIXOUT core in the same way.

Figure 19. CSIXOUT: Filling the Skid Buffer

Notes:
(1) dav is asserted to show that a full CFrame is available.
(2) val is asserted to indicate that valid data is available.
(3) ena is deasserted to indicate that the skid buffer is full.

clk

reset_n

dav

ena

val

dat[31:0]

sop

eop

err

mty[1:0]

enabling_ready_bits[1:0]

0410DEAD BEEF0303 04050607 08090A0B

0

0

(1) (2) (3)
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Optional Atlantic FIFO Buffer(s)

One or two Atlantic FIFO buffers (or an Atlantic Buffer Manager) 
complete the Altera CSIX-L1 core. The buffers should be configured to 
support the removal of a partial CFrame when the err signal is asserted 
anytime before the sop signal of the following CFrame.

Figure 20 on page 49 shows the block and signals comprising the CSIX-L1 
FIFO buffer.

Figure 20. CSIX-L1 FIFO Buffer Block Diagram Notes (1), (2)

Notes:
(1) The msop_err and meop_err signals are on the atlantic sink clk domain.
(2) m = log2(FIFO buffer depth) - 1.

Figure 21 on page 50 shows the data flow within the FIFO buffer.

msop_err

oflw uflw

FIFO
BUFFER

meop_err

Atlantic FIFO Buffer Atlantic Interface
Slave Source

Atlantic Interface
Slave Sink

fifo_arxdav_on[m:0]

rlev[m:0]

wlev[m:0]

[128/64/32] [128/64/32]

fifo_arxdav_off[m:0]

fifo_atxdav_on[m:0]

fifo_atxdav_off[m:0]
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Figure 21. FIFO Buffer Data Flow Note (1)

Note:
(1) This figure shows a 32-bit data path, but actually, 38 bits—counting the SOP, EOP, 

ERR, and MTY bits—go through the FIFO buffer. (71 bits for 64-bit data path, and 
136 bits for 128-bit data path).

Atlantic FIFO Error Checker

This block performs error checking and recovery on data and control 
signals before they are written to the Atlantic FIFO buffer. It checks for 
missing SOP and EOP markers. If the SOP and EOP markers are found to 
be missing, their respective msop_err and meop_err signals are driven 
high. These signals remain high for one atl_write clk cycle, and are 
self-clearing. The SOP and EOP error conditions do not correlate 
directly—in terms of latency—to the data coming out of the FIFO buffer. 

Figure 22 and Figure 23 on page 51 show example input and output 
timing for the Atlantic FIFO Error Checker block.

Figure 22. Input to Atlantic Error Checker Module Timing Diagram

Atlantic Interface Atlantic Interface
(Slave Sink) (Slave Source)

323232 Atlantic
FIFO
Buffer

Atlantic
Error

Checker

atlclk

ena

sop

eop

err
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Figure 23. Output from Atlantic Error Checker Module Timing Diagram

Missing SOP

If incoming data contains one or more EOPs without corresponding SOPs 
(see Figure 24), the block deasserts the enable after the last EOP (see 
Figure 25 on page 52). This deassertion indicates that the current data 
between the SOP to EOP transition is a valid packet, and that everything 
following the EOP can be discarded until the next SOP is received. None of 
the packets are marked as errored, so it is up to the user logic to determine 
which cells or packets have been dropped. 

atlclk

ena

sop

eop

err
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Figure 24. Missing SOP Input Timing Diagram

Figure 25. Missing SOP Output Timing Diagram

Missing EOP

Figure 26 on page 53 shows that if one or more extra SOPs are received 
before an EOP is received, the sop signal going to the FIFO buffer is 
negated and the data continues through. Figure 27 on page 53 shows that 
when the EOP is eventually received, the err signal is asserted to indicate 
a corrupt packet.

clk

Missing SOPena

sop

eop

err

clk

ena

sop

eop

err
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Figure 26. Missing EOP Input Timing Diagram

Figure 27. Missing EOP Output Timing Diagram

FIFO Buffer Depth

The FIFO buffer is of variable length and width and can be used to pass 
data between clock domains. The FIFO buffer width depends on the CSIX 
interface width, determined by the data bus width parameter. The 
data bus width can be 32, 64, or 128 bits. The CSIX-L1 supports a FIFO 
buffer depth of 256 or 512 elements, when the FIFO buffer is included.

Data passes through the FIFO buffer, as do the following bits: SOP (1 bit), 
EOP (1 bit), ERR (1 bit), MTY (4, 3, or 2 bits depending on the data width), 
and ADR (1 bit). For example, the total number of bits passing through the 
FIFO buffer is equal to: 
DATA(32)+SOP(1)+EOP(1)+ERR(1)+MTY(2)+ADR(1)=38 bits. 

1 ADR is set to zero.

Figure 28 on page 54 shows the FIFO buffer structure.

clk

ena

sop

eop

err

Packet A Packet B

clk

ena

sop

eop

err
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Figure 28. FIFO Buffer Structure Note (1)

Note:
(1) If each field contains the following number of bits: DATA [31:0]; SOP; EOP; ERR, and 

MTY [1:0], the total width of the buffer is 38 bits for a 32-bit interface, 71 bits for a 64-
bit interface, and 136 bits for a 128-bit interface. 

FIFO Buffer Threshold

Two threshold inputs on the FIFO buffer macro control the dav 
assertion/deassertion for the write side of the FIFO buffer. The dav is 
asserted when the FIFO has at least fifo_arxdav_on writable locations. 
The dav is deasserted when the FIFO buffer has less than 
fifo_arxdav_off writable locations. 

1 For the CSIXIN core, both threshold inputs are connected to the 
same constant value defined as FIFO buffer threshold 
high in IP Toolbench. 

1 The same thresholds inputs 
(fifo_atxdav_on/fifo_atxdav_off) exist on the read 
side of the FIFO buffer. For proper eop-based dav assertion, 
these inputs must be tied to a constant: fifo depth-1.

Interfaces & Protocols

Two main interfaces support the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function: the CSIX 
interface and the Atlantic interface. The CSIX interfaces implemented in 
the CSIXIN and CSIXOUT blocks are compliant with version 1.0 of CSIX-
L1:Common Switch Interface Specification-L1. 

FIFO Buffer Width

DATA SOP EOP ERR MTYFIFO Buffer Depth ADR
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This section describes:

■ 32-bit wide data and flow control CFrame formats
■ Applicable CSIX-defined, I/O timing classes
■ Atlantic interface

32-Bit Wide Data & Control CFrame Formats

CFrames are the basic information units transferred between traffic 
managers and a CSIX fabric. Tables 11 and 12 describe 32-bit wide, CSIX 
data and flow control CFrame formats. Data CFrames are identified with 
a type value between 4’b0001 and 4’b0101 inclusive, and flow control 
CFrames are identified with a type value equal to 4’b0110.

1 The padding bytes and vertical parity fields are marked as 
empty by the mty bus on the Atlantic-side of the CSIX-L1 cores. 
When the last CWord of a CFrame contains only padding bytes 
and vertical parity (no payload), it is not included in the 
corresponding CFrame-formatted Atlantic packet.

Table 11.  32-Bit Wide Data CFrame Format

31:16 15:0

Base header Extended header

Extended header Payload

... ... ... Payload or 
padding

Payload or 
padding

Payload or 
padding

Vertical parity

Table 12.  32-Bit Wide Flow Control CFrame Format

31:16 15:0

Base header Flow control entry 1a

Flow control entry 1b ...
... Flow control entry Na

Flow control entry Nb Vertical parity
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Applicable CSIX-Defined, I/O Timing Classes

The CSIX-L1 specification defines three classes of I/O timing, each with 
its own I/O standard and timing specifications. Class 0 uses LVCMOS 
I/O, and Classes 1 and 2 use HSTL Class-1 I/O. Classes 0 and 1 have 
operating frequencies between 100 MHz and 166 MHz, Class 2 is specified 
for an operating frequency between 100 MHz and 250 MHz. Table 13 
shows the I/O timing classes and their respective I/O standards and 
speed specifications. 

The CSIX-L1 specification also defines separate requirements for I/O 
timing at the pins for source (output) and destination (input) pins.

Source, or output, timing is specified by defining a minimum and 
maximum delay from the CSIX clock’s (csix_clk) rising edge to the 
point where the input signals (i.e. csix_data, csix_sof, and 
csix_par) are valid, which translates into minimum tH and maximum 
tCO requirements, see Table 14. 

Table 13. CSIX-L1 Defined I/O Timing Classes

CSIX AC Class Interface Standard Operating Frequency

Class 0 LVCMOS 100 MHz - 166 MHz

Class 1 HSTL Class-1 100 MHz - 166 MHz

Class 2 HSTL Class-1 100 MHz - 250 MHz

Table 14. Source (Output) Interface Timing: tSRC_VALID

Class Minimum tH Maximum tCO

Class 0 0.5 ns 2.0 ns

Class 1 0.3 ns 3.0 ns

Class 2 0.3 ns 1.8 ns
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Destination, or input, timing is defined as the guaranteed minimum 
setup-and-hold times for the input signals (i.e. csix_data, csix_sof, 
and csix_par) with respect to the CSIX input csix_clk signal, see 
Table 15

When the CSIX interface is wider than 32 bits, the CSIX-L1 specifies a 
maximum allowable skew between the csix_clk signals of two data 
groups, see Table 16. 

f Go to “AC Timing” on page 72 for information on Altera device support 
of all applicable CSIX AC timing classes.

Atlantic Interface

The Atlantic interface is the user interface, and is designed as a flexible 
interface for packet-oriented data transmission. When Atlantic FIFO 
buffers are not present, the Atlantic interfaces on the CSIX-L1 core are 
standard Atlantic master interfaces, with the following exceptions:

■ In the CSIXOUT module block: 
– The dav signal must be asserted by the Atlantic slave source only 

when the master can read a full Atlantic packet, i.e., if dav is 
asserted, the master can assert ena and be guaranteed that val 
will be asserted on every cycle until eop is asserted.

– The err signal should never be asserted (errored packets should 
be dropped in the FIFO buffer).

– The mty signal should indicate the number of padding bytes 
and/or vertical parity bytes in the last word of the Atlantic 
packet.

Table 15. Destination (Input) Interface Timing 

Class Minimum Setup: tSU Minimum Hold Times: tH
Class 0 1.5 ns 0.0 ns

Class 1 2.0 ns 0.0 ns

Class 2 1.5 ns 0.0 ns

Table 16. Destination and Source Clock Skews Between Two Clock Outputs

Class Source Clock Skew Destination Clock Skew

Class 0 1.2 ns 1.5 ns

Class 1 1.2 ns 1.5 ns

Class 2 0.8 ns 1.0 ns
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■ In the CSIXIN module block:
– If the err signal is asserted the Atlantic FIFO must drop the 

current Atlantic packet.
1 The Atlantic FIFO buffers provided with the CSIX-L1 MegaCore 

functions satisfy these requirements.

f More detailed information on the Atlantic interface is available from the 
Altera web site at www.altera.com.

Clock Domains

The CSIXIN module has two or more clock domains: one for each bit of 
csix_clk and clk, plus one clock domain per optional FIFO buffer 
included. The csix_clk and clk must have a fixed-phase relationship 
(i.e. they must be exactly the same frequency). The CSIXOUT module has 
only one clock domain (i.e. clk), plus one clock domain per Atlantic FIFO 
buffer. Clock domain crossing is accomplished in the optional Atlantic 
FIFO buffers.

Signals Tables 17 through 24 list the CSIXIN and CSIXOUT signals used in the 
CSIX-L1 MegaCore function. 

CSIXIN Signals

The CSIXIN module has a CSIX input interface and an Atlantic master 
source output interface, or an Atlantic slave source output interface when 
optional Atlantic FIFO buffers are used. Tables 17 through 20 describe the 
CSIXIN module signals. Active low signals are indicated by _n, and IP 
Toolbench configuration parameter dependencies are shown in brackets.

Table 17. Global Signals

Signal Direction Description

clk Input Main core clock.

Atlantic interface clock (master source–only applicable for 
configurations that do not include the optional Atlantic FIFO 
buffers).

reset_n Input Main core asynchronous reset. The reset_n input clears all 
internal core registers.
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Notes:
(1) CSIX-GROUPS is equal to DATA BUS WIDTH divided by 32. 
(2) DATA BUS WIDTH can be 32, 64, or 128 bits.

Table 19 lists the Atlantic interface for data and control CFrames. The 
received CFrames are issued on these Atlantic interfaces. IP Toolbench 
configuration parameter dependencies are shown in brackets.

1 Master source applies to configurations without the 
optional Atlantic FIFO buffers. Slave source applies to 
configurations with the optional Atlantic FIFO buffers.

Table 18. CSIX Interface Signals Notes (1), (2) 

Signal Direction Description

csix_clk

[CSIX_GROUPS-1:0]

Input There is one CSIX input clock for each 32-bit group of 
csix_data. The CSIX clock(s) must have exactly the same 
frequency as clk. Also, one of the CSIX clocks, usually 
csix_clk[0], has to be connected to clk. (See “AC Timing” on 
page 72.).

csix_data

[DATA_BUS_WIDTH-1:0]

Input CSIX input interface data bit. 

csix_par

[CSIX_GROUPS-1:0]

Input Horizontal odd parity. There is one csix_par bit for each group 
of 32 bits of csix_data.

csix_sof

[CSIX_GROUPS-1:0]

Input Start of CFrame. There is one csix_sof bit for each group of 32 
bits of csix_data.

Table 19. Atlantic Interface Signals (Part 1 of 5)

Signal Direction Description

aclk

control_aclk

Input
(slave source)

CFrames Atlantic interface clock (only applicable for 
configurations that include the optional Atlantic FIFO buffers).
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ena

control_ena

Output
(master source)

Transfer enable signal. The ena signal is driven by the interface 
master and used to control the flow of data across the interface.

ena behaves as a write enable from master to slave. The master 
asserts ena and dat simultaneously. When the slave observes 
ena asserted on the clk rising edge it should immediately 
capture the Atlantic data interface signals. 

Input
(slave source)

ena behaves as a read enable from master to slave. When the 
slave observes ena asserted on the clk rising edge it drives, on 
the following clk rising edge, the Atlantic data interface signals 
and asserts val. The master captures the data interface signals 
on the following clk rising edge. If the slave is unable to provide 
new data, it deasserts val for one or more clock cycles until it is 
prepared to drive valid data interface signals.

dav

control_dav

Input
(master source)

Data available signal. If dav is high, the slave has enough space 
for fifo_threshold_high words to be written. 

set_ready_bits[0] and set_ready_bits[1] reflect the 
value of control_dav and dav, respectively.

Output
(slave source)

If dav is high, the data can be read up to an end of packet without 
risk of underflow. 

val

control_val

Output
(slave source)

Valid signal. Present only on a slave source and master sink 
interface. val indicates the validity of the data signals. val is 
updated on every clock edge where ena is sampled asserted, 
and holds its current value along with the dat bus where ena is 
sampled deasserted. When val is asserted, the Atlantic data
interface signals are valid. When val is deasserted, the Atlantic 
data interface signals are invalid and must be disregarded. To 
determine whether new data has been received, the master must 
qualify the val signal with the previous state of the ena signal.

sop

control_sop

Output
(master source)
Output
(slave source)

Start of packet signal. The sop signal is used to delineate the 
packet boundaries on the dat bus. When sop is high, the start of 
the packet is present on the dat bus. The sop signal is asserted 
on the first transfer of every packet.

Table 19. Atlantic Interface Signals (Part 2 of 5)

Signal Direction Description
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eop

control_eop

Output
(master source)
Output 
(slave source)

End of packet signal. The eop signal is used to delineate the 
packet boundaries on the dat bus. When eop is high, the end of 
the packet is present on the dat bus. mty indicates the number 
of invalid bytes the last word is composed of when eop is 
asserted. The eop signal is asserted on the last transfer of every 
packet.
The eop and control_eop signals are asserted when the last 
CWord containing payload is present on the dat or 
control_dat signal. If the last CWord of a CFrame does not 
contain any payload (i.e., it consists of padding bytes and vertical 
parity), it is dropped inside the core and does not show up on the 
Atlantic interfaces.

err

control_err

Output
(master source)
Output
(slave source)

Error indicator signal. The err signal is used to indicate that the 
current packet is aborted and should be discarded. 
The err and control_err signals are asserted when either a 
parity error (either horizontal or vertical) is detected after a 
CFrame has started, or when a Start of CFrame is received 
before the current CFrame is completed. The Atlantic buffer 
should always discard the current CFrame. The corresponding 
eop or control_eop will always be asserted at the same time 
as the err or control_err signal.

Table 19. Atlantic Interface Signals (Part 3 of 5)

Signal Direction Description
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mty [n-1:0]

control_mty [n-1:0]

Output
(master source)
Output
(slave source)

Word empty bytes. mty indicates the number of invalid (empty) 
bytes of data in dat. The mty bus is always all zero, except 
during the last transfer of a packet on dat. When eop is asserted, 
the number of invalid bytes on dat is specified by mty. 

The mty and control_mty signals hold the number of bytes of 
dat or control_dat that are not used in the last word of an 
Atlantic packet. The mty and control_mty will only be non-
zero when the eop or control_eop are asserted. The content 
of the unused bytes is undefined and might be all zeros.

This table is an example of n=3 or mty[2:0]. n values are 
dependent on the dat field values.
mty = ‘000’, All dat bytes are valid
mty = ‘001’, dat[7:0] are invalid
mty = ‘010’, dat[15:0] are invalid
mty = ‘011’, dat[23:0] are invalid
mty = ‘100’, dat[31:0] are invalid
mty = ‘101’, dat[39:0] are invalid
mty = ‘110’, dat[47:0] are invalid
mty = ‘111’, dat[55:0] are invalid

A 32-bit dat bus requires an mty[1:0] signal(n=2)
A 64-bit dat bus requires an mty[2:0] signal (n=3)
A 128-bit dat bus requires an mty[3:0] signal (n=4)

dat

[DATA BUS WIDTH-1:0]

control_dat

[DATA BUS WIDTH-1:0]

Output
(master source)
Output
(slave source)

Data bus. 

oflw

control_oflw

Output
(slave source)

When asserted, this signal indicates that the FIFO buffer has 
overflowed, and data is being lost. The oflw or control_oflw 
signal is cleared when the ena or control_ena signal on the 
sink side is deasserted.

uflw

control_uflw

Output
(slave source)

When asserted, this signal indicates that the FIFO buffer is 
empty, and the read request is being ignored. The uflw or 
control_uflw signal is cleared when the ena or 
control_ena signal on the source side is deasserted.

rlev [m:0]

control_rlev [m:0] 

(1)

Output
(slave source)

Indicates the number of FIFO buffer elements available to be 
read. (2)

Table 19. Atlantic Interface Signals (Part 4 of 5)

Signal Direction Description
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Notes:
(1) m = log2(FIFO buffer depth) - 1
(2) Because of delays while crossing clock domains, these signals might be slightly lower than the actual stat of the FIFO 

buffer. (Conservative)

f For general information on the Atlantic interface and its signals, go to 
Functional Specification 13 (Atlantic Interface Functional Specification) on 
the Altera web site at www.altera.com.

Table 20 lists the CSIXIN module’s functional signals. 

wlev [m:0]

control_wlev [m:0] 

(1)

Output
(slave source)

Indicates the number of writable locations available in the FIFO 
buffer. (2)

msop_err

control_msop_err

Output
(slave source)

Indicates a missing start of packet.

meop_err

control_meop_err

Output
(slave source)

Indicates a missing end of packet.

Table 19. Atlantic Interface Signals (Part 5 of 5)

Signal Direction Description

Table 20.  Functional Signals (Part 1 of 3)

Signals Direction Description

incoming_ready_bits[1:0] Output Link level flow control ready bits that are extracted from the 
last valid received CFrame’s base header.

set_ready_bits[1:0] Output Link level flow control ready bits that are to be sent over the 
CSIX output interface. The set_ready_bits[0] and 
set_ready_bits[1] are copies of the Atlantic interfaces’ 
dav inputs, i.e., set_ready_bits[0] is equal to 
control_dav, and the set_ready_bits[1] is equal to 
dav.
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maximum_payload_length[7:0] Input The maximum_payload_length[7:0]bus represents 
the maximum allowable payload length. If a CFrame has a 
payload length field (i.e., byte 1 in the base header) value 
larger than the maximum payload length, it is dropped by 
the core and the payload_length_overflow_bump 
output signal pulses high for one clk clock cycle. Dropped 
CFrames do not appear on the Atlantic interfaces. If the 
maximum_payload_length[7:0]bus is set to all zeros 
(i.e., 8’b0000_0000) the maximum allowable payload 
length is assumed to be 256 and no CFrames will be 
dropped based on the payload length. 
maximum_payload_length checking is pipelined, so two 
clock cycles are required before a new value takes effect.

control_cframe_bump Output Whether or not there is an error, the 
control_cframe_bump output is pulsed high one clk 
clock cycle for each received flow control CFrame.

data_cframe_bump Output Whether or not there is an error, the data_cframe_bump 
output is pulsed high one clk clock cycle for each received 
data CFrame.

bad_cframe_type_bump Output The bad_cframe_bump output is pulsed high one clk 
clock cycle for each received CFrame that has an invalid 
value in its type field (i.e., bits 2 to 5 in the base header).

incomplete_cframe_bump Output The incomplete_cframe_bump output is pulsed high for 
one clk clock cycle when a start of CFrame is detected 
before the current CFrame is transmitted.

payload_length_overflow_bump Output The payload_length_overflow_bump output is pulsed 
high for one clk clock cycle when a CFrame with its 
payload length field (i.e., byte 1 in the base header) 
contains a value larger than the value on the 
maximum_payload_length input. The all-zeros value 
indicates 256.

horizontal_parity_error_bump Output The horizontal_parity_error_bump is pulsed high 
for one clk clock cycle for each detected horizontal parity 
error.

vertical_parity_error_bump Output The vertical_parity_error_bump output is pulsed 
high for one clk clock cycle for each detected vertical parity 
error. This signal is only present for CSIXIN configurations 
with vertical parity checking enabled.

Table 20.  Functional Signals (Part 2 of 3)

Signals Direction Description
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CSIXOUT Signals

Tables 21 through 24 describe the CSIXOUT module signals. The 
CSIXOUT module has two Atlantic input interfaces and a CSIX output 
interface. Active low signals are indicated by _n, and IP Toolbench 
configuration parameter dependencies are shown in brackets.

missing_dead_cycle_bump Output The missing_dead_cycle_bump output is pulsed high 
for one clk clock cycle when csix_sof is asserted on two 
successive CWords without an intervening dead cycle. The 
CFrames are processed normally.

start_of_cframe_error_bump Output The start_of_cframe_error_bump output is pulsed 
high for one clk clock cycle when an invalid pattern is 
detected on the csix_sof input (i.e. when all the bits of 
csix_sof do not have the same value). This signal is only 
present when csix_data is wider than 32 bits. 

Table 20.  Functional Signals (Part 3 of 3)

Signals Direction Description

Table 21. Global Signals 

Signal Direction Description

clk Input Main core clock.
Atlantic interface clock (master sink–only applicable for 
configurations that do not include the optional Atlantic FIFO 
buffers).

reset_n Input Main core reset. The reset_n input clears all internal core 
registers.

Table 22. CSIX Interface Signals Notes (1), (2) 

Signal Direction Description

csix_clk

[CSIX_GROUPS-1:0]

Output There is one CSIX output clock for each 32-bit group of 
csix_data

csix_data

[DATA_BUS_WIDTH-1:0]

Output CSIX data bus.

csix_par

[CSIX_GROUPS-1:0]

Output Horizontal odd parity. There is one csix_par bit for each group 
of 32 bits of csix_data.

csix_sof

[CSIX_GROUPS-1:0]

Output Start of CFrame. There is one csix_sof bit for each group of 
32 bits of csix_data.
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Notes from Table 22 on page 65:
(1) CSIX-GROUPS is equal to DATA BUS WIDTH divided by 32. 
(2) DATA BUS WIDTH can be 32, 64, or 128 bits.

Table 23 lists the Atlantic interface for data and control CFrames. IP 
Toolbench configuration parameter dependencies are shown in brackets.

1 Master sink applies to configurations that do not include the 
optional Atlantic FIFO buffers. Slave sink applies to 
configurations that include the optional Atlantic FIFO 
buffers.

Table 23. Atlantic Interface Signals  (Part 1 of 2)

Signal Direction Description

aclk

control_aclk

Input
(slave sink)

CFrames Atlantic interface clock (only applicable for 
configurations that include the optional Atlantic FIFO buffers).

ena

control_ena

Output
(master sink)
Input
(slave sink)

Transfer enable signal. The ena signal is driven by the interface 
master and used to control the flow of data across the interface. 

dav

control_dav

Input
(master sink)

Data available signal. The dav and control_dav signals 
should only be asserted when a full Atlantic packet can be safely 
read in a burst cycle up to an eop or a control_eop cycle—
without risking a buffer underflow, or a premature assertion (i.e., 
before the end of the packet) of val or control_val.

Output
(slave sink)

If dav is high, the slave has enough space for 
fifo_threshold_high words to be written.

val

control_val

Input
(master sink)

Data valid signal. Present only on a slave source and master sink 
interface. val indicates the validity of the data signals. val is 
updated on every clock edge where ena is sampled asserted, 
and holds its current value along with the dat bus where ena is 
sampled de-asserted. When val is asserted, the Atlantic data 
interface signals are valid. When val is deasserted, the Atlantic 
data interface signals are invalid and must be disregarded. To 
determine whether new data has been received, the master must 
qualify the val signal with the previous state of the ena signal.

sop

control_sop

Input
(master sink)
Input
(slave sink)

Start of packet.

eop

control_eop

Input
(master sink)
Input
(slave sink)

End of packet.
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Notes:
(1) DATA BUS WIDTH can be 32, 64, or 128 bits.
(2) m = log2(FIFO buffer depth) - 1
(3) Because of delays while crossing clock domains, these signals might be slightly lower than the actual state of the 

FIFO buffer. (Conservative)

err

control_err

Input
(master sink)
Input
(slave sink)

The err and control_err inputs are currently ignored and 
should never be asserted. It is the Atlantic buffers’ responsibility 
to only provide valid and complete CFrame formatted Atlantic 
packets to the CSIXOUT module.

mty [m-1:0]

control_mty [m-1:0]

Input
(master sink)
Input
(slave sink)

Empty (unused bytes). The CSIXOUT module will only use the 
bytes that are supposed to be valid, based on the value set in the 
CFrame formatted Atlantic packet base header’s type and 
payload length fields. Padding bytes and vertical parity should be 
marked as empty in the incoming CFrame formatted Atlantic 
packets.

dat (1)

[DATA BUS WIDTH-1:0]

control_dat

[DATA BUS WIDTH-1:0]

Input
(master sink)
Input
(slave sink)

Data bus.

oflw

control_oflw

Output
(slave sink)

When asserted, this signal indicates that the FIFO buffer has 
overflowed, and data is being lost.

uflw

control_uflw

Output
(slave sink)

When asserted, this signal indicates that the FIFO buffer is 
empty, and the read request is being ignored.

rlev [m:0]

control_rlev [m:0] 

(2)

Output
(slave sink)

Indicates the number of FIFO buffer elements available to be 
read. (3)

wlev [m:0]

control_wlev [m:0] 

(2)

Output
(slave sink)

Indicates the number of writable locations available in the FIFO 
buffer. (3)

msop_err

control_msop_err

Output
(slave sink)

Indicates a missing start of packet.

meop_err

control_meop_err

Output
(slave sink)

Indicates a missing end of packet.

Table 23. Atlantic Interface Signals  (Part 2 of 2)

Signal Direction Description
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Table 24 lists the CSIXOUT module’s functional signals. 

Table 24. Functional Signals (Part 1 of 2)

Signals Direction Description

outgoing_ready_bits[1:0] Input The outgoing_ready_bits[1:0] are link level flow 
control bits that are inserted into the Ready Bits field of the 
outgoing CFrame’s base header.

enabling_ready_bits[1:0] Input The enabling_ready_bits[1:0] are link level flow 
control ready bits that control the scheduler. When the 
enabling_ready_bits[0] is set to zero, no flow control 
CFrames are produced; when enabling_ready_bits[1] is 
set to zero, no data CFrames are produced.

control_data_priority Input The control_data_priority input controls the 
relative priority of data CFrames and flow control 
CFrames. When this bit is equal to 1, priority is given to 
data CFrames. When this bit is equal to 0, priority is given 
to control CFrames.

maximum_payload_length[7:0] Input The maximum_payload_length bit indicates the 
maximum allowable payload length. CFrames formatted 
Atlantic packets with the payload length field (byte 1 in the 
base header) set to a value larger than the maximum 
payload length are dropped by the core and the 
payload_length_overflow_bump output signal is 
pulsed high for one clk clock cycle.

control_cframe_bump Output The control_cframe_bump output is pulsed high one 
clk clock cycle for each flow control CFrame.

data_cframe_bump Output The data_cframe_bump output is pulsed high one clk 
clock cycle for each data CFrame.

payload_length_overflow_bump

control_payload_length_ 

overflow_bump

Output The payload_length_overflow_bump or 
control_payload_length_overflow_bump is 
pulsed high for one clk clock cycle when the payload 
length field (byte 1 in the base header) of a CFrame 
formatted Atlantic packet (on the data Atlantic interface), 
contains a value larger than the value on the 
maximum_payload_length input. Values of zero are 
assumed to mean 256.

incomplete_packet_bump

control_incomplete_packet_bump

Output The incomplete_packet_bump or 
control_incomplete_packet_bump is pulsed high 
for one clk clock cycle when a second sop or 
control_sop signal is received before the eop or 
control_eop.
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System-level considerations

With CSIXIN’s set_ready_bits[1:0] outputs connected to 
CSIXOUT’s outgoing_ready_bits[1:0], the values of dav and 
control_dav are used for link level flow control of data and 
flow control CFrames respectively. For example, when dav is 
deasserted, set_ready_bits[1] and 
outgoing_ready_bits[1] go low, so that the next CFrame 
transmitted out of the CSIXOUT module block will have its data 
CFrame ready bit cleared (i.e., bit 7 of byte 0 in the base 
header). This should cause the far end to stop sending data 
CFrames within the delay required by the CSIX-L1 specification. 
The thresholds used to assert and deassert the dav and 
control_dav signals must be chosen so as to guarantee that 
the Atlantic buffers connected to the CSIXIN module block do not 
overflow.

bad_packet_type_bump

control_bad_packet_type_bump

Output The bad_packet_type_bump or 
control_bad_packet_type_bump output is pulsed 
high one clk clock cycle for each received packet that 
has an invalid value in its type field (i.e., bits 2 to 5 in the 
base header).

Table 24. Functional Signals (Part 2 of 2)

Signals Direction Description
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Typical 
Configurations

Figure 30 shows an example configuration of the 32-bit CSIX-L1 core 
without the optional Atlantic FIFO buffers.

Figure 29. 32-Bit Wide CSIX-L1 Configuration without FIFO Buffer

Note:
(1) The vertical_parity_error_bump signal is only present in CSIXIN configurations with Vertical Parity 
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Figure 30 shows an example configuration of the 32-bit CSIX-L1 core with 
the optional Atlantic FIFO buffers.

Figure 30. 32-Bit Wide CSIX-L1 Configuration with FIFO Buffer Note (1)

Notes:
(1) m = log2(FIFO buffer depth) - 1.
(2) The vertical_parity_error_bump signal is only present in CSIXIN configurations with Vertical Parity 

Checking enabled.
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AC Timing Altera Stratix, APEX II, and APEX 20KE devices support HSTL Class 1 
(AC_Classes 1 and 2) and LVCMOS (AC_Class 0) signaling, thus CSIX-L1 
I/O Classes 0, 1, and 2 can be implemented for those device families. The 
Cyclone device family does not support HSTL Class 1, therefore only 
CSIX-L1 AC_Class 0 can be implemented in Cyclone devices.

Meeting CSIX-L1 Input Timing Requirements

Each group of 32 bits of csix_data along with the corresponding 
csix_sof and csix_par inputs has its own csix_clk clock input. The 
synchronizer uses the corresponding csix_clk to clock the CSIX-L1 
input signals into the first register (see Figure 31). The setup and hold time 
defined in the CSIX-L1:Common Switch Interface Specification-L1 for the 
Data, Par and SOF signals must be met with respect to the csix_clk 
clock. The clk clock is then used to clock all the signals from all the 
groups into a second set of registers in a common clock domain. 

1 The clk clock must have the exact same frequency as the 
csix_clk clocks (i.e. it must have a fixed-phase 
relationship with the csix_clk clocks). 

Figure 31. CSIXIN Timing
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Stratix Devices

In Stratix devices, the easiest way to achieve the required fixed-phase 
relationship is to tie the clk input to one of the csix_clk inputs. The 
csix_clk inputs should all be connected to global clock input pins.

An example tool command language (Tcl) script (csixin.tcl) is provided to 
create a Quartus II project, set the required timing constraints, and other 
required assignments.

To use the provided Tcl script, follow these instructions:

1. Start the Quartus II software.

2. Open the Tcl console window.

3. Use the cd command to go to the directory where the csixin.tcl file is 
located.

4. Type: "source csixin.tcl".

You have now created a project called csixin, and have set the following:

■ required setup and hold timing constraints
■ I/O standard (HSTL CLASS I)
■ termination for the CSIX-L1 input signals: csix_clk, csix_sof, 

csix_par and csix_data.
1 External termination must be used with the csix_clk 

clock inputs because the dedicated clock inputs do not 
support internal parallel termination.

The CSIX-L1 interface input ports are also set to use the input/output 
elements’ (IOEs) internal input register (Fast Input Register = ON).

1 Unless the CSIX-L1 core is at the top of your projects 
hierarchy, the csixin.tcl file will need to be adjusted to take 
into account the hierarchical path to the CSIX-L1 core.

APEX 20KE Devices

To meet the required CSIX-L1 input timing (i.e. 1.5 ns to 2.0 ns setup time 
with zero hold times) within an APEX 20KE device, for each data group, 
use one of the two following methods:
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Method 1: For a given group, use one of the dedicated clock inputs as that 
group’s csix_clk, and one of the general purpose phase-locked loops 
(PLLs) to generate an offset clock. The offset clock can then be used to 
clock in the other signals in the group. Putting the input registers in the 
IOEs’ registers makes the timing of all inputs identical. However, simply 
grouping the input registers in a few logic array blocks (LABs) would 
probably also provide sufficient timing values.

Method 2: Use one of the general purpose I/O pins for the csix_clk and 
place the input registers for csix_data, csix_par, and csix_sof in 
such a way that setup-and-hold requirements are met. For example, place 
csix_clk on a Row IOE pin at the left of the device, and place 
csix_data, csix_par, and csix_sof inputs on Row IOE pins on the 
same side. Place the input registers in the MegaLABs in the same Row as 
csix_clk, but in column 2.

1 A core with only one csix_clk, csix_data, csix_par, and 
csix_sof group (e.g. a 32-bit wide core) should use Method 1, 
because Method 2 does not provide a system-wide clock signal. 

1 Cores that have more than one csix_clk, csix_data, 
csix_par, and csix_sof group should use a combination of 
both methods. That is, use Method 1 to generate the system clock 
(with one of the data groups) and use Method 2 (with the other 
data groups) to save general purpose PLLs, dedicated clock pins, 
and global clock lines. To bring all data groups into the same 
clock domain for processing, the offset clock (generated by the 
PLL) is used to resample the other group’s signal in the 
synchronizer module of CSIXIN. 

Meeting CSIX-L1 Output Timing Requirements

Stratix Devices

In Stratix devices, the CSIX-L1 output timing requirements can be met by 
constraining the propagation delay from the clk input to the csix_clk 
outputs to a narrow interval, and by constraining the clock to output delay 
on the csix_par, csix_sof and csix_data outputs. Both maximum 
tPD and minimum tPD can be specified for csix_clk, but only a 
maximum tCO can be specified for csix_sof, csix_par and 
csix_data. Therefore, even if the Quartus II software reports that all 
timing requirements were met, you must manually check the resulting 
Tsrc_valid intervals to ensure that every CSIX-L1 output's tCO exceeds the 
corresponding csix_clk's maximum tPD by at least the minimum 
Tsrc_valid for the selected CSIX-L1 AC_Class.
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An example Tcl script (csixout.tcl) is provided to create a Quartus II 
project and set the required timing constraints. In most cases, the required 
timing is met automatically. If you are not satisfied with the resulting I/O 
timing, you can use a single enhanced PLL with up to four outputs to 
adjust the phase of the csix_clk outputs with respect to the csix_par, 
csix_sof and csix_data outputs (see Figure 32). This also allows you 
to better control the CSIX-L1 clocks, but at the expense of using an 
enhanced PLL and its dedicated clock output pins.

1 Since all the data groups’ outputs can be generated from the 
same system clock, and because the tCO and tPD are the same for 
all outputs based on a single dedicated clock line, the group-
to-group clock skew requirements should be met.

Figure 32. CSIXOUT Timing Note (1)

Note:
(1) Two options are available to meet timing: Option 1–use csix_clk directly as Clk; Option 2–use PLL to generate 

Clk from clk (do not connect csix_clk).
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Meeting the required CSIX-L1 output timing with an APEX 20KE device 
can be done as follows:

When using the APEX 20KE device’s IOE output register, the LE register 
clock-to-output delay (tCO) is approximately 5.8 ns for all output pins. The 
input to non-registered output delay (tPD) from one of the dedicated clk 
input pins to a dedicated clk output pin is approximately 5.4 ns, which 
results in tSRC_DATA_VALID = (tCO - tPD) = 0.4 ns. This value satisfies the 
source requirements for AC Class 1 with a small margin, but fails to meet 
AC Class 0 minimum tSRC_DATA_VALID specification. 

Setting the INCREASE_DELAY_TO_OUTPUT_PIN option in the Quartus II 
software slightly improves the timing, but still provides values under the 
Class 0 specification (i.e. 0.5 ns). If required, a general purpose PLL can be 
used to generate a clock which slightly leads the system clock to drive the 
clk outputs to either meet the Class 0 timing or improve the margin on 
Class 1 timing. However, this approach is done at the expense of an extra 
dedicated clock line, in addition to using a general purpose PLL. 

Alternatively, putting the output register outside the IOE (but in the LAB 
closest to the output) gives slightly less regular output-to-output timing, 
but provides a tSRC_DATA_VALID output of approximately 0.9 ns. 

1 Since all data groups’ outputs can be generated from the same 
system clock, and because the tCO and tPD are the same for all 
outputs based on a single dedicated clock line, the group-
to-group clock skew requirements should be met.

Core 
Verification

Before releasing a version of the CSIX-L1 MegaCore function, Altera 
performs thorough verification of the core for operation according to 
industry standards. Altera tested the CSIX-L1 core by simulation. This 
section briefly describe the test environment, including the number of test 
programs, and their results.

The CSIX-L1 core was simulated using behavioral utilities with multiple 
simulators, including but not limited to the newest ModelSim-Altera 
simulator tool version. The behavioral utilities consist of generic flow 
control generators and monitors, Atlantic generators and monitors, as 
well as clock generators.

A test suite—using the utilities and the RTL model of the CSIX-L1 core—
was used to verify the proper operation of all the features listed on 
page 10 of the “About this Core” chapter. 
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Table 25 lists the results of the simulation.

Note:
(1) Each test program contains at least one test case.

Table 25. Simulation Results 

Number of test programs (1) 22

Number of test programs passing 22

Number of test programs failing 0

Number of test cases (1) 98

Number of test cases passing 98

Number of test cases failing 0
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